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Foreword 

The International Symposium on Industrial Development, convened by 
UNIDO in Athens in 1967, was the first major international meeting 
devoted exclusively to the problems of industrialization of the developing 
countries. It followed a series of regional symposia on problems of 
industrialization held in Cairo, Manila and Santiago in 1965—1966 
under the sponsorship of UNIDO and the United Nations regional 
economic commissions, and a similar symposium held in Kuwait in 1966 
under the sponsorship of UNIDO and the Government of Kuwait. 

The Athens Symposium was attended by some 600 delegates from 
78 countries and by representatives of various United Nations bodies, 
international organizations and other interested institutions in the public 
and private sectors. It provided a forum for discussion and exchange of 
views on the problems and prospects of the developing countries which 
are engaged in promoting accelerated industrial development. 

The Symposium devoted special attention to possibilities for inter- 
national action and for co-operative efforts among the developing coun- 
tries themselves, and explored the scope, means and channels for such 
efforts. 

Studies and papers on a wide range of problems relating to indus- 
trialization were presented to the Symposium—by the UNIDO secre- 
tariat and by participating Governments, international organizations 
and observers. An official report, adopted at the Symposium, has been 
published by UNIDO.1 Based on this documentation and the discussions 
in the meeting, the present series of monographs is devoted to the 21 main 
issues which comprised the agenda of the Symposium. Each monograph 
includes a chapter on the issues presented, the discussion of the issues, 
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and the recommendations approved by the Symposium. Some of the 
monographs deal with specific industrial sectors; some with matters of 
general industrial policy; and others with various aspects of international 
economic co-operation. An effort has been made to make the monographs 
comprehensive and self-contained, while the various economic, techno- 
logical and institutional aspects of the subject matter are treated within 
the context of the conditions generally prevailing in the developing 
countries. 

Since economic, technological a:;d institutional aspects are described 
with particular reference to the needs of the developing countries, it is 
felt that the monographs will make a distinct contribution in their 
respective areas. They are intended as a source of general information 
and reference for persons and institutions in developing countries con- 
cerned with problems of industrialization, and particularly with problems 
and issues of international co-operation in the field of industrialization. 
With this in view it was considered that an unduly detailed technical 
presentation should be avoided while at the same time enough substantive 
material should be offered to be of value to the prospective reader. For 
a more elaborate treatment of the subject, the reader is referred to the 
selected list of documents and publications annexed to each monograph. 

The annexes also contain information on the areas in which UNIDO 
can provide technical assistance to the developing countries on request; 
a selected list of major UNIDO projects in the respective fields ; and a list 
of meetings recently organized by the United Nations. 

It is hoped that the monographs will be particularly useful to 
Governments in connexion with the technical assistance activities of 
UNIDO and other United Nations bodies in the field of industrial 
development. 

This monograph has been prepared by the secretariat of UNIDO 
with the co-operation of the United Nations Development Programme. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Industrialization is largely dependent upon the efficient functioning of 
a number of supporting services concerned with development planning 
the creation and expansion of industry and its day-to-day operation 
These are known collectively as  "industrial  services". No industriai 
enterprise is completely self-sufficient. Even the largest firms in the most 
highly developed countries look beyond their own resources to secure 
financing,  engineering services,  production advice, and a variety of 
information on all phases of industrial activity.  In the developing 
countries, industry is even more dependent on such outside services The 
average enterprise is likely to be small and unable to provide its'own 
special engmeering, research or testing units. Many plants are newly 
established and their entrepreneurs have not built up a body of experience 
in handling production problems. Often there are only a few enterprises 
m a particular industry in the country so that opportunities are limited 
for an interchange of knowledge through industry associations or through 
the movement of personnel from one enterprise to another. Movement of 
personnel, which is common at the managerial and technical levels in 
many industrialized countries, is restricted in some developing countries 

torrare enCe °f famlly bu8ine88es and by tribal, regional or linguistic 

Hence centrally organized industrial services, which are available 
and used to a great extent in industrially developed countries, are 
specially needed in the developing countries. But such services are less 
likely to be available in the developing countries and even where they 
exist generally lack experience and expertise. 

A full range of industrial services is essential in order to establish 
new industry and to secure the success of existing enterprises. The crea- 
tion of such services cannot be left to chance. A comprehensive and 
co-ordmated programme to establish and strengthen industrial services 
should be an integral part of the over-all industrial development plan. 

In chapter 1 it is pointed out that, in most developing countries, the 
Government will have to play a leading part in providing industrial 
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ADMINISTRATIVE MACHINERY 

services. A basic question to be decided is whether these services are to 
be established within an existing ministry, as an autonomous unit, or 
as a private enterprise sponsored by organized industry with govern- 
ment support. The decision reached in any one case is often a combina- 
tion of practical considerations and historical accident. Ceitain services 
evolve as part of a large whole. Industrial development itself forms part 
of the national economic plan. The training of professional and man- 
agerial staff for industry is also part of the national education system 
Staff training in general, together with industrial legislation and stand- 
ardization, are aspects in which private industrial organizations have 
traditionally been interested. Some flexibility is needed: services that 
regulate industry cannot be combined with those that promote it   A 
degree of decentralization is also required, so that the industrial services 
work m association with local government machinery, particularly in 
their relationships with small-scale industries. 

Co-ordination  is  another basic consideration.  All  the   industrial 
services must work harmoniously towards common goals. It is generally 
accepted that, in order to promote this, as many of the services as 
possible should be grouped within a central agencv for industrial develop- 
ment. The mam question here is whether such an agencv should be a 
government department or an autonomous unit. Those who favour the 
latter argue that the general slowness and inflexibility of civil service 
procedure is ill-suited to the needs of industry. Those who favour making 
the central agency a government department point out that perticai 
responsibüity for the efficient functioning of the services must lie clearly 
with some minister and that the machinery of government should not 
be fragmented by the establishment of too many autonomous units. 
Ine decision m any developing country will depend partly on what 
importance the Government attaches to industrial development and on 
the willingness of political leaders and civil servants to adjust to meet its 
needs and partly on which form of organization is more likely to inspire 
confidence in the local industrialists. 

Chapter 2 deals with the role of industry. Since the reason for the 
existence of industrial services is to meet the needs of industry, organized 

^Tyu r    Play an aCtÌVe Part * decidin« P°licy * th* «ion 
and should be represented on the responsible governing or advisory boards 
Smce industry is the client of the industrial services, it is clear that the 
«mo« must make an effort to take their assistance to individual firms, 
rather than wait for the firms to come to them, especially in the case of 
«mall industries. For this reason a measure of decentralization may be 
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advisable. There are, however, some services, such as laboratories and 
banks, which cannot easily be decentralized. 

Chapter 3 lists the various industrial services: the organization of 
industrial estates; services concerned with industrial legislation• informa- 
tion services to publicize opportunities for entrepreneurs and assist them 
in establishing new enterprises;  financing services to deal wi.n fiscal 
concessions and the provision of credits; labour advisory services which 
must be particularly concerned with the training of personnel; advisory 
consultancy services to deal with individual problems ; industrial research • 
and,  finally,  the collection  and  dissemination of technical  data for 
industry. It is essential to secure co-ordination among the industrial 
services. As regards combined work for individual private or public 
industrial enterprises, this can best be secured by careful programming 
and the use of interservice project teams. As regards matters of policy 
co-ordination can be achieved by means of interlocking directorates' 
whereby the director of one service is a member of the advisory board of 
a related service, or by setting up co-ordinating committees comprising 
senior personnel from various services. 

Chapter 3 also discusses the internal organization of industrial serv- 
ices, which will vary with the function of the service. A research institute 
u> diflFerent m its activities and staff requirements from a bank which 
finances loans to small industries. Most services will have to start in a 
small way and must keep their organization flexible during the initial 
period, although job specifications should be clearly defined. Staff is the 
most important resource of any industrial service and the most difficult 
to find in developing countries, where trained personnel are scarce and 
the industrial service faces competition both from industry, which can 
offer higher salaries, and from the civil service, which can offer more 
important posts and opportunities for promotion. The industrial service 
should be prepared to pay a competitive salary to its senior staff, although 
there is no need to pay above the market rate for unskilled or semi- 
skilled subordinates. Other incentives are also important: an enlightened 
management policy that gives senior staff the chance to participate in 
decision-making will make industrial services attractive to the right sort 
of candidate. 

Chapter 4 deals with problems of staffing and work programming. 
Staff should be recruited by examination and personal interview to 
ensure proper qualifications. It will be necessary to provide training 
initially and to update the skills of personnel; normally this should take 
place m the country concerned so that staff become familiar with local 

iHHiK 
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condition,, which generally necessitate the use „f very »imple e„„ÍB„le„t 

^^riZZJÏ "7;b"Íty.0f Í,Úm^ *^   •~ 
ays.• oe

f rii r : :r;:.r::; :i,fth• is a ü°*
M

° 
-vices or ,„ „„„vidual iaimt£ZS^ "^ ""^ t0 ""ÍU8'•' 

The naturo of the industrial services  whú>,, ,„„ , 

»venue for industrial ,ervces   The *"• '^ ^ "0Urces of 

from the national^ buletlr f * ^ •elV" annuaI «"'•'vention. 

m.y «ceive ,:;^o Xc ; rp^ierr' Te,ovrntbudget-They 

credit banks  or srantsTft.   f       '      ' "" ,nduatrW «*»*» and 
-rvice is betaK eTbhsnën   S 

mternational 8— ) ^n a new 
industry, in ZC ó ti f°T 7•" "' •eÌTO •ome 6•» 
and rJarch pro ec• LZl       f*",?' *" for ,Sb°ratOTy te8t»8 

services must be carefnllv mmo     .   •8ury. -»he budgets of industria) 

way more easily iustifv it« aZ      T mdu8tnal 8er•e can in this j      re ea.sijy justify its actions to government auditors. 

The performance of industrial services should be evaluate hv . 
pnate criteria. These will vary according to th»7     eIaiuated by aPP•- 
costs are important oriJT!»      . type of service- Although 
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Chapter 6 gives an account of the issues presented to th« AfK 
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Chapter 1 

THE RELATIONSHIP OF THE GOVERNMENT 
TO INDUSTRIAL SERVICES 

FACTORS AFFECTING THE LOCATION OF A GOVERNMENT-SPONSORED 

INDUSTRIAL SERVICE 

The fundamental administrative decision about an industrial service- 
thé decision which will largely determine its chance to be effective-is 
whether it is to be a government unit or a private one, and where it is to 
be placed: within the structure of the government or in the private 
sector. This choice dictates where the control of the service and its 
policy will he and how it is to be related to government services This 
decision will also affect its ability to secure the resources needed and 
will have a profound influence on the closeness and harmony of relation- 
ships between the industrial service and industrial enterprises. 

If the Government is to assume responsibility for an industrial 
service, as is commonly the case in developing countries, it usually chooses 
one of three courses oí action : 

(a) The service can be established as a division of one of the ministries ; 

(b) It can be set up as an autonomous unit, or part of such a unit, 
subject to a degree of government control but free from the 
usual civil service regulations ; 

(c) It may be established by the organized private sector either 
mdependently or jointly with Government. In this case the 
Government may provide financial subsidies or other support. 

When an industrial service is established as a private or semi-private 
body with government subsidy, it will still have dealings with various 
government departments. The subsidy will have to be paid directly 
from the Ministry of Finance or through some industrial development 
agency, normally part of the Ministry of Industry. Usually there are 
arrangements for representatives of one or more government ministries 
to be members of the board which supervises the policy of the subsidized 
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w to ht into the national development Programm,.. 

The second basic decision to be taken i., whether all ¡nd„«t,¡„l 
sen,«, should be grouped within a single large on* or d^ H 
among several ministries and/or autonomous  agene >sA   w     I 
ron, the ,po,t o,' the Symposium déçussions (chlp^ «1 th    d a Z 

obvio,rH„;    e ' iWiVa,ltT "f effe0ti• unified "*» « 

«¿*nîS*d by a generaI ministry rather «-» * « 
m J"'" GoV

uT
ment 8h0»'s its «°>>«*n with national economic develo 

men  „ a whole in its over-all national economic plan. AlZUgrZv 

opment of industry, nearly every national economic plan i» 2, I„ 
cerned with other sectors, e.g. agriculture, communicate and mnT 
Hence the organisation dealing with over-all economic plann?ng3ot 

Zzz: on? :moe unit' ,but mu8t °ccu^ -* «£» - -T¿ 

of industry or even o, ,^££Ä££•        8P<>CÍfÍC "^ 
When such industrial units are create   •!,« „     A- 
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body concerned with industry. In most countries the trend appears to be 
towards the latter. However, any industrial unit of this type will clearly 

mkttt? COOrdÌnate Ìt8 aCtÌVÌtÌe8 clo8ely •th the appropriate general 

A country rarely has the opportunity to create a complex of indus- 
trial services simultaneously. These services develop gradually and 
individually At the beginning, many of them form small units within 
more general services, as described above. When eventually they reach 
a size or importance which may warrant status as a department, habits 
and relationships will already have been created which may still keep 
them tied to their original parent ministry. ' 

Thus nearly all countries find that the location of existing industrial 
services withm the government structure is more a matter of historical 
chance than of logical decision. Although such a decision can sometimes 
be made for a completely new service, generally the problem is one of 
grouping a number of existing services into a more efficient whole. 

The need for flexibility 

Despite the desirability of grouping industrial services, each service 
wül have its own special conditions and will need to be at least a separate 
sub-unit of a larger body. For example, no country ¿„ found it feasible 
to combine industrial research, promotion and regulation within the 
same service. In some cases, these differences may even warrant com- 
pletely separate mdentities. This is especially true of services to small 
industry and to public industrial enterprises, where the service and the 
client are the only ones of their kind. 

The problem of grouping industrial services is further complicated 
by the fact that ideally services should be made available not merely in 
the national capital but also regionally or at individual enterprises An 
industrial service which is part of a larger unit may benefit by sharing 
regional offices or personnel with other sections. In countries where 
vigorous systems of local or provincial government exist or are bein* 
encouraged, it is practicable to utilize the local units to support, or act 
for, certain industrial services. Services to small industry, and the 
industrial financing service in particular, find it expedient to establish a 
co-operative relationship with local governments. But it is important 
that the line of control and responsibility be clearly defined and it requires 
a special administrative effort to take eyery advantage of local initiative 
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while ensuring that the local activity is co-ordinated with th       •• 
pohcy for the particular service and l •J¡S^<£^ 

PRINCIPAL AGENCY FOR INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT- 
MINISTRY OR AUTONOMOUS BOARD 

body
InxÄP?r'sg corrics are trying to e8tewi8h » -»•• 

be au Jon J TaTnX ^7 try °f IndU8t,y- or should 

divergence-^»^43^ —», Th» 

**— -d i8 seen in ¿^VZ¡£Z£Z£Z 

The cases for and against autonomy 

ta, which, ha;Lg XdTit:c:;• proced,,re md re«uu- 
tain law and order were ll ^ . ** Pnm,ry task WM to •¡- 

rather than ^T^KSZ^tT*5, ^ ""* 
countries particularly deveLin* LTT ,      g ""*"" year3' aU 

ing.y - a device J ¿Z^^^^^^T* TT 

ilence there is a strong case for anmW tw A 
development activities can be „,1      ng     8 \ ** dynamic national 

*- *om outm0ded ^ìTA^^A: 
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fresh start in modern fashion. This proposal sounds especially attractive 
for industrial services, where industrial practices in matters of personnel 
financial procedures, and flexibility in decision-making are immediately 
available for comparison. Further arguments for autonomy are- the need 
to offer salaries based on market competition rather than on civil service 
levels ; the need to spend funds immediately rather than after lengthv 
procedural delays; and the need to base decision making on reasoned 
judgement rather than on hierarchical legal responsibility. There is also 
the feeling m the background that an autonomous industrial development 
board would have greater "importance", greater access to sources and 
easier contacts with industry than would a similar service within a regular 
ministry. 8 

On the other hand, there are strong arguments for a principal 
industrial development agency to form part of the general government 
structure. There is a real fear that government will become fragmented 
and political responsibility and cohesiveness lost as more and more public 
services become autonomous. Although many countries have attempted 
to meet this difficulty by assigning to the Minister of Industry the super- 
visory responsibility for autonomous industrial services, these efforts 
have not always been successful. In some cases the powers of the minister 
have been too limited for this or he has not had the time or machinery 
to supervise the autonomous bodies for which he is supposedly responsible 
In other cases, the minister has assumed full powers of control, with the 
result that the so-called autonomous agency ha« become little more than 
a section of the Ministry of Industry under another name. Since an auto- 
nomous industrial development agency ha« rarely taken over all industrial 
services, and some services generally remain within the Ministry  pro- 
blems of co-ordination can still be acute. 

It is also argued that the creation of autonomous bodies fails to 
solve the underlying administrative problems. What is needed is the 
modernization of all civil service practices. If this could he accomplished 
many, if not most, of the reasons for setting up autonomous boards would 
disappear. On this line of reasoning, those concerned with development 
activities should join together and work within the government to secure 
the necessary modern tools and practices. This is countered by advocates 
of autonomy who claim that such efforts have usuahy been unsuccessful 
and that national economic development cannot wait for administrative 
reiorm to take place. They also suggest that the example of the successful 
use of modern practices in an autonomous development board might be 
the best way of encouraging reform within the ministries. 

2* 
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The importance of national factors 

The best solution to the problems discussed above will depend on 
the current «tuafon u, a particular country. No formula can ¿e given 
which applies everywhere. s 

of "„ÎvT' natr,a' S"?• are e8peCiaIly •Port»nt. One is the degree 
•K TJ ,rent"mmdedne98" Within the Government as a whole ÏZ 

wrtlunthe Munstry of Industry in particular. Some countries Tre now^o 
«muted to industrial development that their entire »lind 

»Tt. I, « y tO,0<my out the •«°•« necessary for industrial servio« 

toThé ol 'I í¡ WlthÍn 8n "CtiTe "* P•"•-1« Mfai8"-y of InduTtrT 
o^industriaToT > ' ^V0""1•8 h• «* J* -oepted the important 
1 ^ tet ve añ7mfr ' 0r haVe 1ÜnÍ8trÍeS °f IndU8try who8e -*»«* are restrict• and offer no prospect of modernization. In such cases 
autonomy may appear to be the only path to effective MuetrialseVvicn^ 

ad Jtlí!•1 !ead? and CÌVU 8ervant8 »"»«">•« find i» difficult to 

Much will depend on the attitude and preferences of industrialista 
and on then- relationship with the already existing ministri« Hl• 

¡UÄ lTOn
rf
fldVhey may ta8U8picfou8 -5•rsrJLïs 

snÄsfSÄi",r and autonomou8 *+^ -*» >» 
h.lJ?tï°Ugh * COn8•tent "PP"«"* »o industrial development can be 
Äw TUPmg mdU8trial Wrvices to » PrinoiP»! agency  Z ta 
itaelf does not automatically ensure balance and co^peraüon Ù ZL. 
provides structural machinerv thron.h  „h•i -»-operation. It merely 

org^.^dtnepnbücwiUn.toiuvTanTL"!;       "f* the P0""04' 
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different bodies, it will be more difficult to pin down the responsibility 
for failure. 

But in matters of economic development it is not enough to avoid 
failure; it is necesoary to succeed. This requires responsibility for action. 
The men charged with directing industrial development are not fulfilling 
their responsibilities if they merely act cautiously and do nothing wrong. 
They have an active responsibility to plan, to build, to stimulate. To do 
this successfully they must have effective control over the industrial 
services and the personnel who will implement the details of development. 
Especially in new and developing countries, where organizational 
structures are still flexible and where personalities may be extremely 
important, it is often valuable to identify the posts, the groups, and 
even the individuals who are to be held responsible for actively promot- 
ing industrial progress, and then to place industrial services under their 
control, so that they have the machinery they need. 
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THE RELATIONSHIP OF INDUSTRY 
TO INDUSTRIAI SERVICES 

of these services is to meet h"ntd V ," "*' ""*"•• The P<"Pose 
» »eans of expressing theirZ£% 1 'f"^ " b***B** L 
type of assistance ¿f desi J °d what'*"" ""'^ 1~» ••«* 
their daily work and can then tal i T^"'8 CS" ^ made fa 

setting f„ture policies and p|ans
n take ^.s information ¡„to account in 

Indirect feedback 

*^^t?££¿^ -— * the e,tent 
»ent for guiding poJi ïse ^• t      " *" ""**»*» in<*•- 
to be meeting a need, but, in thé aTZe   r•• ""* bc Presu»^ 
•y ofknowing whether a diffr „I*,!" °TU,tati0n' there « *> 
of even greater „se. Failure to ZÏ^L ? f hwe P"*«1 * -".ce 
»o any one of a „umber of CzZ   Zrh•   ^ * "*' ""y be d• 
Perhaps changing conditions makTitCn* , / !""*" k "0t need«i; 
the service has become available frori Z ?,      "" f0""er^ P"*-*. 

äST — ^^rzrr^ 
The reactions of industry are recent!, "^ m°re ^quately. 

meetings are held with industrie industrial enterprises or as 
felt desirable to give ZZgZZjT"^ H~, it is ¿Z 
of an industrial service.       ^       ^ V°,Ce ,n f°•ulating the policy 
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Representation of organized industry on service advisory boards 

If the service is sponsored by the organized private sector or is an 
autonomous agency, industry is usually represented on the policy board. 
If the services form part of a larger organization, such as a Ministry of 
Industry, the policy is usually controlled by the parent organization. In 
such cases, an advisory board, on which industry can be represented, 
is often established to propose or review policy. 

Industrial representation on such boards varies. The representation 
of industry depends greatly on how united and well organized local 
industry is. In some countries, there are chambers of commerce and 
industry which represent all or most enterprises. The same may be true 
if a broadly based federation of small industries exists. In other countries, 
industry is organized by sectors or by regions or is divided among several 
associations. In some developing countries, there is as yet little or no 
organization of groups of enterprises. 

With respect to public industrial enterprises, arrangements for this 
representation on boards of industrial services are usually different from 
those for representation of the private sector. In a number of countries, 
labour is represented on the boards of at least some industrial services by 
delegates from trade unions or federations of unions. Professional or 
technical associations and universities and scientific institutions are also 
frequently represented. For some services, it is also felt desirable to have 
board members representing banking and commerce. 

Almost all boards have representatives from other closely related 
industrial services as well as from ministries or government agencies 
which deal with planning, finance and industrial development as a whole. 
Such representation is valuable in promoting co-ordination among all 
industrial services. 

INDUSTRY AS CLIENT 

Need for publicity 

Industry will not make use of the industrial services unless they are 
publicized and unless they are accepted as bringing substantial gains to 
the users. A relationship of confidence must be established. Practical 
demonstration of the quality of work done by a service will determine 
the reaction of its clients and the reputation of the service. Initially, 
contacts will need to be actively developed with individual enterprises 

" ——— ^ : ~^-----«»"—— 
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«id with groups of industrial managers; to inform them of the existence 
of the service and of the subjects it intends to cover; and to estimate the 
volume and range of their needs. At this stage much may depend on the 
experience and prestige of the director and senior staff of the service 
since an industrialist will not willingly ask for help unless he feels the' 
service has personnel more qualified than his enterprise possesses. 

A frequent assumption is that an industrial service will he used 
most heavily by small enterprises which cannot afford their own special- 
ized staff In many instances, however, the major use and support of the 
industrial service is by establishments of medium or large size which 
may lack the necessary specialists but do have the resources and know- 
ledge to make effective use of the advice which thev may obtain from an 
industrial service. The service may need to develop on its own initiative 
industrial extension programmes to help groups of smaller enter- 
prises. 

Each industrial service will find it desirable to utilize all available 
opportumties and methods to publicize its activities as widely as possible 
The methods and means for such publicity will include: the distribution 
of descriptive literature; visits by staff to plants; attendance at meetings 
of industrial, governmental and technical organizations and those of a 
more varied public nature; and issuing of periodic news bulletins and 
professional documents. 

Taking the service to the client 

Effective service to industry requires direct contact between the 
mdustnal service and individual enterprises. Since industry in any ooun- 

1TJL fyKt0be 8Ì«Uated " a nUmber °f different Pla«»> «¿r the 
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Chapter 3 

THE ADMINISTRATION OF INDUSTRIAL SERVICES: 
ORGANIZATIONAL ASPECTS 

CLASSIFICATION OF SERVICES AND INTERSERVICE CO-ORDINATION 

Classification of industrial services 

There are many and varied supporting services required for industrial 
development. They may be divided into the following categories: 

(fi)   THE ORGANIZATION  OF  INKKASTIU'CTrRK 

Industry is dependent  on outside public and private sources for 
much of its infrastructure. Assistance is frequently needed in acquiring 
sites, the location of which is often determined by plans for regional 
economic development. Public utilities, .such as power and water, have 
to be made available at the plant site. Communications, such as roads, 
railways or waterways, are needed to bring in raw materials and take 
out finished  products.   Housing for employees   may  be needed.  Since 
smaller  industries  are  particularly  dependent   on  outside  sources   for 
co-ordinated facilities of this nature, a useful industrial service is the 
encouragement of industrial  estates    the establishment of groups  of 
industries on planned sites. The industrial estate provides the requisite 
utilities, roads and other communications, police and tire protection, and 
sometimes even the factory  buildings.  The presence of a number of , 
industries on the industrial estate may attract other firms interested in 
subcontracting or in offering ancillary services to the major enterprises. 
Shops and houses for workers may then be built. The facilities of an 
industrial estate can thus ease many of the problems which an entre- 
preneur encounters in establishing a small or medium-sized  business. 

(b) LEGAL ADVISORY SERVICE 

The success of an individual enterprise may be seriously affected by 
the laws and regulations a Government enacts or fails to enact. Some of 
the legislation affecting industrial development implements the country's 
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economic policy on such matters as the protection of home industries, 
the extent to which small enterprises are sheltered, tax levels, social 
security and labour relations. Other legislation determines the precise 
conditions governing the establishment and operation of enterprises- 
factory licensing  land zoning, import and export hcensing, marketing 
and price controls, the enforcement of quality and quantity standards 
and factory health and safety regulations. In all countries, laws protect 
the physical security of the plant and its employees, but industrialists 
are also concerned to protect their technological property by means of 
patents and trademarks and by agreements licensing the use of machines 
and processes. Some legislation clearly promotes the establishment and 
operation of business enterprises. Measures which impose controls have 
the merit of preventing fraud and unfair practices and forcing all manu- 
facturer* to observecommon standards. Since industry is both promoted 
and controlled by the action of the law, there should be some organized 
method of taking its needs into consideration before legislation is drafted 
and of explaining to  industrialists how to operate  within  the  legal 

(c) HELP IN ESTABLISHING ENTERPRISES-GENERAL INFORMATION SERVICE 

Whether or not a particular enterprise is established may depend 
upon information and resources which the entrepreneur does not possess 
A deve oping country may find it necessary to publicize the need for a 
particular industry and to describe the opportunities it has to offer such 
as convenient and cheap raw materials, adequate labour supply, and tax 
concevons or other financial incentives. The entrepreneur often needs 
detailed help to take advantage of these possibilities. Qualified persons 
may have to make feasibility studies. Advice may be required on such 
varied matters as the legal incorporation of companies, preparation of 
engineering plans for plant construction, handling of tenders and contracts 
or ordering of machinery. These are all specialized and technical matters 
irequently beyond the expertise of the entrepreneur or his staff 

(d) FINANCING 

Financial incentives and the provision of industrial financing are 
among the essential prerequisites to industrial development. Financial 
incentives include tax exemption or concessions on income, business or 
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property taxes for specified periods; duty-free imports of capital goods; 
tariff protection against foreign competition; and direct subsidies or 
grants. If there are no facilities for medium- and long-term credits, the 
size and number of the industrial enterprises which can be established 
will be greatly diminished, as difficulty in securing short-term credits will 
hamper production. Medium- and long-term credits must be available 
from financial organizations which have the backing to advance loans 
at reasonably low interest rates or which can guarantee private debentures 
or make equity investments. Arrangements also have to be made to pro- 
vide short-term credits for working capital. 

(e) ASSISTANCE WITH PERSONNEL-LABOUR ADVISORY AND TRAINING SERVICES 

The average industrial enterprise needs help on staff matters. It may 
need assistance in interpreting and observing laws relating to labour 
relations and social security. It may be required to comply with detailed 
regulations about hours, wages and holidays. It will need advice on the 
proper procedure for resolving disputes on these matters. Information 
about manpower availability and mobility will be needed. 

Where industry chiefly requires assistance, however, is in training 
of staff, as qualified industrial staff is often unavailable in developing 
countries. Generally, the national education system cannot help much 
and only the largest industrial enterprises have funds and personnel to 
train their own employees. Most plants will have to rely on an industrial 
service which organizes vocational, technical and managerial training 

(/) ADVISORY CONSULTANCY SERVICES 

Although nearly all industrial services give advice on their specific 
subjects, it is being recognized increasingly that a system is needed to 
make expertise available rapidly and flexibly when an enterprise faces 
a particular problem. In industrially developed countries, firms of 
industrial consultants are numerous. In developing countries, where 
experienced consultants are not as widely available, advisory service 
agencies similar to the older agricultural extension services, are being 
established. Consultancy is frequently needed to solve technical problems 
of engineering and production, but it may also be helpful in connexion 
with problems of organization and management. In some countries, entre- 
preneurs who lack the knowledge or contacts to act for themselves are 
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given help in purchasing supplies or equipment. Marketing is facilitated 
by advice on reaching potential purchase•, information on current market 
conditions and on forecasts of future trends; and by assisting enterprises 
to take advantage of international trading arrangements, such as barter 
agreements. In addition to advising on current problems, consultancy 
services can help industrial management to become acquainted with new 
techno ogical, economic or managerial technioues. This is especially 
valuable to small- or medium-sized establishments.* 

(g) INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH 

The subject of industrial research and of the industrial research 
institute is treated separately in Monograph No. 10 in this series. 

The proTision of industrial information 

One important category of service to industry, especially in develop- 
ing countries * the collection and dissemination of industrial information 
Throughout the world, the vast body of literature about every aspect of 
industrial activity is constantly growing. In the more highly industrialized 
countries, this information is reasonably available. In most of the develop- 
ing countries, however, those concerned with industry have little know- 
ledge of what information is available and would in any case find it diffi- 
cult to obtain. In all countries, the sheer mass of industrial information 
makes it necessary to have some method of analysing, consolidating and 
summarizing the available material so that it can be put to practical use. 

Industrial services need to keep in touch with information pertinent 
to their individual activities and have the means to do so. One of their 
responsibdities is to channel such information to those in industry to 
whom it could be of value. A developing country rarely has the resources 
to establish a central  industrial information agency.   An industrial 
research institute often attempts to fill this need. In view of the extremely 
wide range of subjects on which industrial information is available and 
required, much of the burden must be shared by all the other industrial 
services, each dealing with information relating to its own specialized 
activities. 

ConlJïïïï!?* NntíT .In(î?,trial Development Organization, Manual on the Uee of 
Constant, m Developing Oountriee, New York, 1968. ID/3 (Sales NTEZJIJBW). 
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equally important, is the programming of all the industrial services to 
assist in establishing the enterprise and to help once it is in operation 
It is often just as important to make a particular service available 
at exactly the right time as to complete the building or deliver raw 
materials on schedule. Each service has responsibility for timing its 
own contribution, while some over-all machinery must co-ordinate the 
entire programming of the project. New managerial methods *uch as 
critical-path analysis, are being used increasingly in industrial develop- 
men^projects to ensure that the flow of resources and services is properly 

A number of countries have discovered the advantages of using teams 
to co-ordinate the development of such industrial  projects involving 
several services. One person is made responsible for expediting progress 
on the project; he has several specifically appointed colleagues from other 
industrial services to work jointly and help the project along to the extent 
to which it requires the co-operation of their own particular service 
kince the work involved is reasonably definite, it does not require the 
most senior personnel of each service, though the members should be 
sufficiently experienced and high in rank to know what actions need to 
be taken and to have easy access to senior staff who may be needed from 
time to time to make those actions possible. Similar team arrangements 
are often useful in making feasibility studies and analysing problems. 

The policies of all the services must be co-ordinated so that they are 
oriented harmoniously toward common goals. If not, for example, one 
could find financing available for small industry, while the system of 
import licensing gave machines only to large plants. Or entrepreneurs 
might be encouraged to establish industries in depressed areas, while 
transport services were concentrated in other parts of the country Or 
the industrial services might help entrepreneurs to acquire technical 
know-how and to meet production problems in order to build a national 
industry, while the marketing services gave greater encouragement to 
substitute or imported products. 

It has therefore often been suggested that representatives of other 
mterested agencies should serve on the governing or advisory board of 
a particular industrial service and take part in its policv-making. The 
co-ordinating value of such "interlocking directorates'' has perhaps 
been underestimated. This co-ordinating device has a two-way effect- 
the service benefits from the advice, warning, and encouragement of 
others working in similar fields, while the representatives take back to 
their units a greater knowledge   of what the service is  doing  and 
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««pt^ded responsibility for encouraging co-operation by their own 
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to each unit will claim the highest posts in it, In many countries this 
results in a structure which appears impressive but is really embryonic, 
since many sub-units are manned by one or two persons who have 
imposing titles but no subordinates. 

In a developing country, such a system can have long-term dis- 
advantages. It immediately poses the problem of co-ordinating many tiny 
sections, and puts the burden of co-ordination on the director or forces 
him to employ otherwise unneeded deputies as co-ordinators. 

More important, as already indicated, it fills the principal posts in 
each section with men whose chief qualification is that they were ap- 
pointed early. Later, when able juniors are ready for promotion or when 
well trained new personnel become available, they find all the top posts 
filled. The director or his superiors then face the unhappy choice of leaving 
advancement blocked for qualified new or rising staff, forcing out early 
appointees who are less qualified though they may have given faithful 
service, or further inflating the organization by creating additional 

senior posts. 

Job specifications 

Though the assignment of personnel is kept flexible at the beginning, 
individuals will gradually be given responsibility for particular tasks. 
The organization chart will at best indicate functions and responsibilities 
only vaguely; detailed and clear job descriptions are required. A job 
description is usually tied to a post rather than to a person, since from 
time to time the individual doing the job will be changed. However, at 
any given moment, the job description will specify the duties to which 
the particular staff member is assigned. 

Each job description should state clearly the relationship of the 
work—and hence of the individual performing it—to the rest of the 
organization. The staff member must know from whom he takes orders, 
whom he is to supervise, whom he may call upon for specified assistance, 
and with whom he is to consult and co-ordinate in carrying out his duties. 

A clear specification of this relationship is essential for industrial 
services in developing countries, where such services, and even the 
government machinery, are new. A relationship calling for supervision 
or co-ordination is often unfamiliar to the staff. Their past experience 
may have been in the completely different atmosphere of educational 
institutions or of society in general. Even staff recruited from industry 
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will find the organized relationships of a government office very different 
from those of an industrial enterprise. 

Although it is necessary to establish organizational relationships on 
a formal basis, the director of each industrial service will find that his 
formal organization will inevitably be supplemented, or even challenged, 
by a network of informal organizational relationships. Some of these 
will be cultural or socia!. Persons from the same tribe or school will work 
in a certain harmony which they may withhold from those from other 
backgrounds. Age or seniority may give an employee of low rank greater 
importance in the eyes of his hierarchical seniors; conversely a very 
young senior officer may find it difficult to supervise those considerably 
older than himself. Individual personalities or abilities may give certain 
staff members greater strength over their colleagues than might be 
inferred from their formal rank, while a weak or incompetent official 
will be unable to hold his own even if his formal organizational position 
is high. 

Housekeeping facilities 

Government practices vary with respect to the machinery for 
"housekeeping" in the industrial services—i.e. for the provision of office 
space, transport, clerical help etc. Sometimes these facilities are handled 
centrally for the entire Government or for the Ministry of Industry as a 
whole. Autonomous or private industrial services must generally provide 
their own housekeeping facilities as well as their own personnel and 
finance sections. It is usually desirable to establish within the services 
a special administrative unit to handle all these subjects and so free 
the director and professional staff from worrying about them. Properly 
handled, these support facilities can contribute greatly to the efficiency 
of any industrial service ; badly handled, they can make its work unneces- 
sarily difficult. 

Use of unattached staff officers 

Most industrial services in developing countries are relatively small. 
In their early stages, they will have little need for staff units of a pro- 
fessional type, as distinct from housekeeping support. The larger services 
may need to make provision for advisers or special assistants, who can 
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be used for unusual tasks and surveys or as specialist helpers to the 
director and senior officers. This enables the service to continue to have 
some qualified staff available for flexible assignment, provided they are 
not gradually loaded with operational duties or routine. Care must be 
taken that these staff posts do not become a haven for elderly incom- 
petents or political cast-offs. It is often safest to keep such staff positions 
as temporary appointments, allowing the service to till them with short- 
term personnel from industry, universities and other sources. 



Chapter 4 

THE ADMINISTRATION OF INDUSTRIAL SERVICES: 
STAFF AND PROGRAMMING 

STAFF POLICY 

Salary scales 

It is usually assumed that the industrial services in developing countries 
may be in a favourable position compared to other public services as 
regards staffing because they can draw not only on the civil service 
but also on industry and even un the universities. This also means, 
however, that the staff of public industrial services can look elsewhere for 
jobs, which will very often pay much better, especially in industrial 
enterprises. 

Salary scales are one of the most complicated administrative ques- 
tions confronting an industrial service. In a developing country, personnel 
with even approximately the qualifications, training and experience 
desired by the service are almost always in short supply. Thus the indus- 
trial service must bid for their services in competition with other potential 
employers. Industrial services must compete not only against private or 
public industrial employment but also against other branches of the 
civil service, which being larger may offer greater scope. 

Although some countries have tried to control the allocation of 
manpower, the struggle to secure scarce specialists often makes such 
controls ineffective. The alternative is open competitive bidding, with 
each service attracting staff' according to its finara i al capacity rather than 
according to its needs or national requirements. From the viewpoint of 
the Government, this system is catastrophic, but the harassed director 
of an industrial service may have to bow to necessity and fight with the 
rest If his service has financial autonomy he will fix his grades and salaries 
at competitive levels. If he is bound by government regulations, he will 
find special allowances and other fringe benefits to make his service more 
attractive and will reconcile himself to the probability that he will 
eventually lose his better staff members as they gain experience and are 
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attracted to better paying jobs elsewhere. He will probably make a virtue 
of necessity and announce that his service has a responsibility to train 
young persons for industry and other services. 

Many autonomous agencies seem to feel that not only posts requiring 
scarce skills but all of their jobs should be paid at rates well above civil 
service levels. But although the service may rind itself forced to bid extra- 
vagantly for technicians or supervisors, there is usually no reason for it 
to pay more than the usual market rates for over abundant unskilled 
or semi-skilled staff. 

Civil servants seconded to an autonomous service constitute a 
special problem in many countries. If the service has a pay scale higher 
than that of the regular civil service, and if a seconded" civil servant 
receives that higher salary as he usually does while with the autonomous 
industrial service, difficulties arise when the period of secondment ends 
and he returns to his regular civil service job at lower pay. 

Other incentives 

Industrial services find many ways of offering incentives other than 
salary. In some countries, the challenge and excitement of building the 
national economy will attract staff. Many posts in industrial services 
offer opportunities for valuable professional experience and interesting 
contacts with industry and its operations. Personnel with good qualifica 
ions will be more willing to start in junior posts if the service can offer 

them a clear lineof future promotion. Travel abroad for periods of training 
for visits to industries or industrial services, or for attendance at seminars 
or conferences is usually considered in terms of its value to the service 
but it also makes the work more attractive to the staff member. 

Each service develops a pattern of personal and group relationships 
which to a large extent determine its attractiveness in comparison with 
other government agencies where salaries may be higher. Staff policy in 
a public industrial service may appear to be closely regulated by civil 
serv,ce regulations. Yet even in such a case the director can play a major 
part in fixing the staff policy and relationships. This is well shown by the 
wide variations in staff quality, efficiency and morale between depart- 
ments within t.e same civil service, or within an individual unit under 
one director as compared to his predecessor or successor. Civil service 
recruitment methods, for example, usually allow a director some latitude 
in selecting senior staff'. He will thus be able to use his influence to appoint 
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persons of the highest calibre available, and will resist any tendency to 
fill the -service with mediocrities. Again, even in cases where the regulations 
for staff administration appear detailed, a director will have considerable 
latitude in applying them. His decisions on work assignments, staff 
evaluations, disciplining, transfers and leave will be extremely important 
in determining the efficiency of the work as well as the morale of staff. 

The traditional concepts of management assumed that the role of 
the subordinate staff was to receive policy and to carry out orders to 
implement it. Modern experience shows that the qualified staff of an 
industrial service can and should contribute greatly to formulating and 
implementing policies and plans. Through their work they come to know 
how a policy will affect the service. They are often in a position to 
estimate whether plans are realistic. From their experience, they develop 
ideas for new policies or for revision of old ones. Unless machinery exists 
through which these ideas can be expressed, thoughtful staff members may 
become frustrated. To combat this, staff are represented on governing or 
advisory boards in some services. In other cases, there is machinery for 
consultation with staff unions or associations. Many directors hold 
periodic staff conferences or group sessions with senior staff or allocate 
time to talk to them. Occasionally suggestion schemes are promoted. 
Even where no machinery exists for direct staff participation in forming 
policy, ordinary management practice dictates that the policy be explained 
to the staff and that they be consulted to make sure the plans are realistic 
and will be carried out efficiently. 

Recruitment 

Recruitment of staff will be affected greatly by the extent to which 
an industrial service is required to follow the civil service selection 
methods. Many developing countries have a double and paradoxical 
civil service recruitment pattern. The regular legal requirements are often 
extremely rigid, with fixed educational thresholds, complex procedures, 
numerous tests. Side by side with this, there is a system of relatively 
easy recruitment of "temporary" personnel. This has been established 
to provide flexibility in meeting the special needs of a new and growing 
bureaucracy engaged in a number of tentative development experiments. 
It also provides a vehicle for meeting political, tribal, family and personal 
pressures for public employment. After these temporary recruits have 
been working   for   several  years,   it   is   customary  to   make   special 

..IMI m.ji' i 
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arrangements to incorporate them, individually or by the hundreds or 
even thousands, into the permanent civil service without examination. 

Heads of industrial services should realize that careful recruitment 
protects the service by enabling it to secure properly qualified staff. 
Whether inside or outside the usual civil service recruitment system, the 
industrial service must ensure that its vacancies are widely advertised, 
that examinât ions are designed to test the specific qualities which the 
work of the service will require, and that the service has a reasonable 
opportunity to choose from among the top candidates. If regulations 
allow, it may be desirable to choose candidates for higher-level posts in 
the service through interviews by the top officials of the industrial service 
or by members of its governing or advisory boards. 

Training 

Once staff have been recruited to any industrial service, they 
generally require special training, for two reasons. First, techniques 
change rapidly in modern industry or administration, and even the ablest 
specialists must constantly be learning in order to keep up. Thus in any 
country, whether developed or developing, the senior and specialist staff 
of an industrial service need to take advantage of all possible trainine 
opportunities. e 

Second, the staff of the industrial services of developing countries 
require training because many of them have come from different activities 
and know little about industry and its needs. Manv who are currently in 
administrative and technical posts have formerlv held relatively minor 
posts and have had little or no experience in planning and supervising 
work programmes. Others are newly graduated nom university and are 
unfamiliar with working in a group or under bureaucratic conditions 
Jew staff members of the industrial services have had any special training 
for the actual work they are to perform. 

The specific form and content of the training will vary with the 
particular country, the service and the job. It may also be conditioned 
by the training resources available. Clearly the value of any training will 
depend on the extent to which it provides the officer with knowledge 
which will be of direct help in performing his job. This suggests that he 
should usuaUy be trained in the country where he works and by persons 
thoroughly familiar with local conditions. It will often be desirable to 
draw instructors from industry. Training should also acquaint the indus- 
trial service officer with  local  administrative,   social   and  economic 
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conditions. Some of thin can be taught in a classroom but teaching 
should be conducted mainly in the factory or office. 

The training of industrial service officers abroad should be reserved 
for special cases. At times an officer will need advanced education which 
is not available m any local university or technical institute. In other 
cases he may need to receive training abroad relating to a new industry 
or^industrial process or form of industrial service which is about to be 
introduced into his country. 

Training in any country tends to be adapted to local conditions In 
developed countries, there is a good deal of large-scale industry, a range 
of industrial services and considerable specialization and sophistication 
,n providing them^ Such conditions do not usually exist in developing 
countries. Their industrial service personnel will need to become famUiaf 
with the operates and problems of simple small-scale enterprises. They 
should understand the concept of planned economie development in 
which each industria enterprise, whether private or public, is expected 
to play its appointed part in the national economy. In addition  they 
wl need thorough knowledge of their country's industrial development 
plan, both ,„ ,U, broad outlines and as it affects particular industries 
and enterprises. Fmally, they will usually have to be taught how to   L 
the very amplest techniques and equipment, often improvised, and almost 
always assuming a scarcity of human and material resources. 

Few individual industrial services in any developing country have 

MT>? J T7 reSOUrCe8 °r en0"gh 8taff to d0 aU of thi" successfully. 
Much of ,t, however, could be accomplished if a number of services 
worked out a co-operative training programme. They would then be in a 
stronger pos.t.on to seek additional support from industry, from the 
educational authorities, and from the civil service training „nft. I„ some 
cases, they might be able to supplement their efforts by regional or sub- 
regKmal training programmes in co-operation with neighbouring coun- 

"io„:ustry and industriai • « •>« "¿* «» 

Retention and secondment of staff 

.fWWhen an indu8trial 8ervice ha* squired adequate staff through 

I inttr "M" menu and traÜ1Íng' there remain8 the Feiern of retam- 
, ng them. Mention has already been made of the counter-attractions of 
f   the civil service and, even more, of industry. Such attractions are not 
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only a matter of salary. Often an industrial service is a relatively small 
organization compared to government departments or industrial enter- 
prises. The average senior officer of an industrial service often works 
at a lower grade, supervises fewer subordinates and enjoys less respon- 
sibility than he would in the civil service or in industry. The number 
of senior posts are few so that juniors have limited possibilities for 
promotion. 

In view of the working conditions in industrial services and the 
mobility of manpower in developing countries, the possibilities of moving 
personnel to and from these services should be further explored. The 
practice of secondment between the civil service and public industrial 
enterprises is already common. Staff and programmes could often benefit 
from similar exchanges for limited periods between all industrial services, 
whether private or public, departmental or autonomous, and their client 
industrial enterprises. Naturally this would require arrangements to 
protect industrial secrets, adjust individual salaries, and guarantee con- 
tinued career opportunities. Fortunately all these aspects present less 
difficulty in most developing countries than in developed economies 
because industry is usually part of a planned economy and large-scale 
industries are very often public corporations or have substantial govern- 
mental participation. Securing experienced men from industry as tempo- 
rary staff members of any industrial service can be advantageous to the 
service, and in the long run helpful to industry because it would ulti- 
mately produce a service better adapted to its needs. 

PROGRAMMING THE WORK LOAD 

Difficulties of predicting the work load 

Some industrial services are compulsory and it is possible to estimate 
future demand with some accuracy and to plan on that basis. A large 
number of industrial services, however, are voluntary. Fundamentally, 
the use of such services will depend on the need for them, which may 
change suddenly as a result of new laws, economic fluctuations, natural 
disasters or other phenomena. Hence it is sometimes difficult to anticipate 
accurately the volume of requests for services which will be received 
during the period under review. 

Other industrial services offer general help in solving different indus- 
trial problems. The work not only depends on voluntary requests from 
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entrepreneurs, but it must be flexibly organized, since the subjects and 
expertise required depend on the particular problema arising in the 
enterprises concerned. In such caaes, not only is the volume of requests 
hard to predict, but also it is impossible to know in advance the type of 
work involved or the staff members needed. 

This produces a dilemma for many industrial services in developed 
as well as developing countries. If they plan their future activities care- 
fully and in detail, they will not have the flexibility and resources to 
handle the unpredictable specific problems which constitute one of their 
most important duties. On the other hand, they cannot merely wait 
to receive requests. The requests may be unimportant and their solution 
may contribute little to industrial development. They may come from 
only a few firms and may be concentrated at peak times. Despite all 
publicity, there may be periods with few requests for service, and the 
staff will then be underemployed. 

To the extent that past experience and knowledge of industrial 
conditions allow accurate prediction of future service demands, this 
problem may be eased. In any organized activity, a certain amount of 
leeway „ always required to allow for unexpected changes or for errors 
in planning, and intelligent management merely attempts to minimize 
these causes for later changes of plan. Even when it is not possible to 
predict the details of future service demands, experience and knowledge 
of mdustnal conditions may help in estimating the types of problems on 
which help will be requested and allocating staff and resources to them 
However, there will remain many activities, such as research or industrial 
extension and new services, where such prediction cannot be completely 
successful. r      J 

Making the best use of staff 

Some industrial services try to train staff who can be assigned 
flexibly to meet different service demands. To be effective, the service 
must have a system which sets priorities on requests as they arrive 
and concentrates the available staff on the most important or most urgent 
pending requests. Where demands are numerous and cannot all be met 
the enterprises whose requests are given low priorities will be dissatisfied 
since their requests may be deferred even further if important new requests 
come in. ^ 

Industrial research institutes have found that one successful way 
oí handling the planning/request dilemma is to allocate some staff to deal 

^^.-.„.^ 
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with requests, while reserving others for "in-house" projects. This may 
be a useful arrangement for other services to follow if the proportion of 
staff allocated to each activity is flexible and changes as needed. Even in 
services where the nature of the work does not make "in-house" projects 
feasible, it is usually possible to draw up a list of desirable investigations 
to which staff can be assigned when requests do not occupy their full 
time. This is quite different from making work merely to keep people 
busy. Personnel who are temporarily available are used to work on the 
top priorities among the waiting tasks, which all administrative organiza- 
tions need to do but never seem to accomplish. Such work should be 
a clear part of the total programme of the service; it should be related to 
answering industry's requests for service, however, and should not be 
given such importance as to interfere with this task. 

All of these arrangements are administrative devices. They can keep 
staff steadily and productively busy. None of them completely answers 
the dilemma of reconciling planning with requests. None can take the 
place of, or be as good as, a close relationship between the service and 
industrial enterprises. When industry takes part in planning the work of 
the service, it will reflect more realistically industry's expectations of 
using it. 

Establishing an annual work programme 

Some industrial services are fortunate enough to be able to plan 
their work fairly accurately, because it is less dependent on the uncertain- 
ties of demand or because they have had enough experience to be able 
to predict the requests they will receive. 

In many cases it is possible to establish an annual work programme 
which shows the type and volume of work expected in each activity of 
the service. A one-year programming period is common because this is 
the usual budget period for which funds and other resources are available. 
However, any alert service director has at least in his own mind projec- 
tions of the current annual work programme into the future. It is felt 
increasingly that directors should be thinking five years ahead in order to 
have an idea of how the current work is to develop. This will influence 
their proposals for staffing and financing. 

It is often impossible to predict and show in the annual work pro- 
gramme the detailed flow of work for several months ahead, and the 
programme must therefore be revised from time to time during the year. 
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It is important that such revisions be more than automatic corrections 
to reflect current realities; they should be occasions for inquiring why the 
original targets have not been met. If the forecasts were wrong, they must 
he made more accurately in the future. If some sectors are failing to reacli 
their target while others have exceeded theirs, this may indicate a lack 
of balance or a change of priorities in the service effort. If short-falls are 
widespread, the causes should be identified and steps taken to deal 
with them. 

In a new service or in a developing country, it is sometimes difficult 
to keep to a work programme covering even one year simply because 
sufficient experience is not yet available or because the progress of indus- 
trial development is still too unpredictable. Many services try to supple- 
ment the annual work programme by even more detailed plans of work 
for shorter periods. In many cases, these are further subdivided to show 
the work expected from individual staff members. This helps in allocating 
duties and in timing particular tasks and completing them by the 
target dates. 

The use of procédures 

The efficient programming of work can be greatly assisted by system- 
atized procedures. 

Modern industrial production is based on a flow of materials from 
one section to another or from one workman to another. Much thought is 
given to production procedures. They are planned carefully; each step is 
analysed; time and motion studies are made. In addition, the employee 
is given detailed directions as to exactly what his job is and how to 
do it. 

Industrial services can learn much from their industrial clients. Most 
service tasks require work to be carried out by several individuals. Many 
tasks are repeated in project after project, and systématisation of them 
will lead to smoother operations. A number of industrial services have 
developed standard working procedures in different subjects. The flow 
of correspondence is the most similar to industrial production, and in 
many government departments, including industrial services, corres- 
pondence has been subjected to analysis and given a fixed procedure. 
Industrial banks have systematized the handling of loans from initial 
request  to  final  repayment.  A manual  on industrial  research gives 
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procedurea  for planning  and  carrying out  research investigation». 
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Chapter 5 

THE ADMINISTRATION OF INDUSTRIAL SERVICES- 
FINANCING AND EVALUATION 

FINANCIAL SUPFOBT AND CONTROL 

Like nearly every other aspect of its administration, the financial position 
of an industrial service will depend greatly on whether the service forms 
part of a ministry or is an autonomous public or private agency In the 
former case, it will usually be bound by rigorous and complex financial 
laws and regulations. An autonomous body will be free from these but 
ordinarily will have its own financial rules which in time may grow to 
become nearly as complex as those of government. In any event even 
so-called "autonomous" service agencies are usually subject to financial 
controls by other bodies, such as a supervising ministry, post-auditors, 
or parliamentary accounts committees. 

Sources of revenue 

A public industrial service, whether departmental or autonomous 
may secure its revenues in three different ways: it may have a reason- 
ably steady income from the national budget or a special development 
budget; it may secure special grants for particular purpose«; or it may 
receive income from the sale of its services to industrial clients. 

Public budget funds may come either as a general subvention 
from the treasury to the service, to be spent according to its own 
internal budgeting, controlled by its governing board, or under an 
itemized heading of the state budget. In the latter case, since many 
industrial services are concerned with development, their public 
revenues may sometimes come not from the current national budget 
but from a special development budget. The latter may either cover 
a one-year period, like the national budget, or a longer planning 
and development period. 
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beat testify to the extent and urgency of the need. If they are sympathetic 
toward the industrial service they can give valuable support to its efforts 
to secure an adequate budget allocation. 

Control of expenditure 

In spending budgeted funds, any public body is subject to complex 
laws, regulations and administrative controls, and the processes of satis- 
fying those restrictions often seem interminable. While this is also true 
in many developed countries, it is especially common in developing 
countries where financial regulations and procedures were originally 
designed as colonial controls rather than as active instruments of national 
development. 

Industrial services feel these restrictions and delays more acutely 
than many of the older government departments whose work is more 
routine. By their very nature, they deal with development needs which 
are urgent and must be handled flexibly. A bit of judicious spending today 
may produce an early increase in industrial production, whereas the same 
amount of expenditure delayed by several months may come too late to 
meet the need. 

The result of the restrictions, however, is that the supervisors of the 
activities of the service, who actually spend or use the manpower and 
materials, usually have very little control over budget planning or 
detailed spending. Thus, although the regulations and controls were 
intended to achieve a more efficient use of funds, the very complexity 
of red tape divides and conceals financial responsibility. 

These considerations have often been used as powerful arguments 
for making industrial services autonomous. Unfortunately, even auton- 
omous services often develop their own complexities and delays in financial 
matters. Sometimes the governing board is given or demands the right 
of prior approval or post-review of even minor items of expenditure. 
Ine special financial procedures or accounting systems of the service may 
not always be more streamlined than those of the Ministry of Finance 
Even quite autonomous or private services find it hard to avoid putting 
a good many internal restrictions on spending, either through formal 
administrative regulation or through gradually developing precedents in 
the service or the demands of its chief officers. 

Autonomy in financial matters is never absolute. The autonomous 
industrial agency is using public funds as part of a national development 
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programme. TI» Government therefore insists on machinery to ensure 
that the programme is followed and the money properly spent. 

In developing countries, most autonomous agencies receive the 
initial capital they need from the Government. They have frequently to 
return o the Government for additional capital or for annual operating 
grants from the general national budget. At such junctures, the agency 
ha* to justify the request and account for its stewardship of previous 
appropriations. l        ' 

Even if the arrangements leave the agency free from outside controls 
before expenditure is made, it can almost never escape outside post- 
audit. This may be carried out by a private auditing firm, by the Ministry 
of Finance or by the independent general public auditor. In nearly every 
country there is some arrangement by which the parliamentary body 
can at intervals review the accounts and financial policies of autonomous 
public agencies. 

Each country has developed its own machinery for dealing with this 
dilemma: no publie service can be fully independent of financial control, 
yet one of the major advantages of establishing an autonomous agency is 
to free it from many of the traditional restraint«. In part, this düemma 
can be resolved by giving the agency responsibility for detailed spendi• 

renvÍewC0U ^ 8UbjeCting ito financiaI Policy « » whole to outside 

Help in solving this dilemma and in assisting services which form 
part of ministries and are subject to traditional financial methods can 
be obtained from the modern financial management device referred to 
as   accountability in relation to work performance", which has become 
especially desu-able as Governments have concentrated on economic 
development. Under this system, budgets allocate funds according to the 
work units to be accomplished. This in turn leads to accounting in 
terms of unit costs. Individual projects are budgeted as unities, and 
then- costs can be seen and watched. The emphasis is thus shifting from 
holding public services responsible for handling their resources legally 
to encouraging them to behave in such a way that they do as much as 
possible and as well as possible with the available resources. 

Industrial and commercial enterprises now commonly use such 
modern methods in their financial operations. Industrial services are 
therefore m an especially good position to encoura- the adoption of 
similar methods by public services. In this matter as in the adoption of 
systematized procedures, they can learn from their industrial clients 
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EVALUATION OF PEBFOBMANCE 

Nted for appropriate criteria 
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*oa   Tb"!   r • * r ""' be8t that a"M be «"" out to a hîeve ïhe" goal. The traditional review for correrti«* ;a    *• ,      a,cmeve tfte 
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If this positive approach is adopted, it becomes important to 
establish clearly what the industrial service is supposed to be doing The 
mission of a service has often been defined only in very general terms when 
it was first established, and its work has grown almost by chance Thus 
the initial step in any evaluation will be the consideration of objectives 
the establishment of them if they do not exist, or a review updating 
them if they do. ö 

Selection of data to be used in evaluation 

Costs are often regarded as important criteria for several reasons 
Budget and accounting machinery already exists to watch costs, collect 
data and try to enforce economy. Modern budgeting measures perform- 
ance costs and seeks to define work in cost units. At the same time 
factory work studies are cost-conscious and such analysis is being applied 
increasmgly to clerical and intellectual activities. Thus cost is considered 
important and industrial services arc under pressure to show how much 
service they can provide at the lowest possible unit cost. At the same 
time, serv.ce of high quality, carried out with care and understanding of 
industry's needs, may be what is needed even if it is somewhat more 
expensive. In the early days of a service, while its clientele is being built 
up and supervisors and staff are still inexperienced, costs may be high 
but justified for the time being. Hence cost cannot be considered the 
only criterion for an industrial service. On the other hand, the service is 
dealing with very cost-conscious industrial clients. When they are being 
asked to share in financing the service, they will expect it to watch and 
minimize its costs even as they must do. 

Data which can be presented through statistics are generally 
attractive. However, it has already been noted that quality of work is 
often not easily presented in statistics. Furthermore, the work of an 
industrial service may consist of varied help to industries both large 
and small and of projects which vary greatly in the staff time required 
as well as in their importance to industrial development. It is misleading 
to lump Ixrge and small, short and long, into the same set of statistics. 
It is also unfair to the service and to the staff members concerned. 

The statistics collected must be valid and significant. For example, 
the number of requests for service visits per month might be a most 
significant measurement of an industrial extension service, while for a 
legal service it might mean failure to give clear information. As another 

i^aÊÊÊÊÊÊtÊ^m 
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example, figures of the kilometres travelled by staff on official business 
may be easy to collect but of no value in themselves in de ermTZ 
what serv.ce industry received as a result of the travel.       ^^^^ 

Once the criteria have been decided upon, steps will be neeessarv to 
ensure that data are available. In irulustriaI ^ ^.^^J 

members are usually required at fixed intervals. For the conv      "ce J 
hose who reeve these reports and make Utter evaluation, it ta d^rabl 

tt*t the Organon and form of the reports be standardized and tha 

It will also bo desirable t<> keep accurate figures „f the exact „„»U 
of requests for service receive,! during each wLfc. mml ,.Zv2 ÌI 

^ytr Ä FOr
f 
man"g"me-" P•1«-. sim.lar figures .££* 

«IH   rí • T rci|Uesto """">' a"•'<>red <¡»•g «a* of these 
penods. Obviously, ,f the „umber of request, begin» to m(fve ahead „fZ 
number of answers, the servie, is acquiring . backlog „f „ filled b* 
ne* wh.ch wdl produce client dissatisfaction and ill to trolle 

As these figures are collected, thev will i„„v¡,l„ .!,„ •••,_,. 

to thtdrôXr7f'dirIrs:;n b<"ww'"tw,> en•- ^ -«* 
informality. The StaffismaíanT h ,""". """"• "'m' "my bo «"»" 
to be fandUar witl thewoT w, IffTV'' ITT" *" "^ 
to be fixed, and there is considérâtI r I Kr"cedure" h*•> »«U 

how work is progre^taTarfwr! rC0'm,,''bj<'C,iV,,Min«8aW 

n.te,y, thi8 airóte iti,g ,,r: ::i':r "l,toi,,ed- unf"rtu- 
for future comparison. imn^^Z^ÏTJ TT? 
down and more specific detailed "records oe^ „etsaj  ^ *"* 

then^;:rbt¡rofT;:Js to T ry ^^ -**» *** 
The statistics, ÍZ• ZZX " „T^ °, T ^ 
«how indiscriminatev hmh •       1 P    '       Jate an<1 charts °ften 

of performrr^tS0^' "* ""^^ <*"• *»«* 
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It is generally best for a service to record a limited range of data, 
which reduces the effort of reporting and analysis. It will also force the 
director and staff to consider which indicators most clearly and fairly 
show what is being accomplished. Sometimes the study will reveal 
activities which are so unimportant hut effort-consuming that they 
should be dropped. 

Evaluation 

Evaluation is the comparison of actual results with those which, on 
the basis of selected criteria, ought to have been achieved. Evaluation 
will be made by a number of persons, for a number of reasons. 

The director or supervisors, as noted earlier, will wish to see that 
subordinates are performing their work properly and will also wish to 
make sure that their own supervision is producing effective results. Thus 
evaluation is a normal and necessary function of management. In the 
larger industrial services, a special unit may be set up to collect the 
appropriate data and prepare evaluation for management. A relatively 
new technique is to encourage all staff to do a considerable amount of 
self-evaluation of their work and results as well as those of the service 
as a whole. Any officer will normally be forced to do a certain amount of 
this as an inevitable result of having to report on his work. If in addition 
he is provided with comparative data about previous periods or 
about the work of others, he may be led to make valuable contri- 
butions in discussions about how work can be improved and to find 
ways and incentives to improve bis own performance. Such staff 
discussions may help in formulating programmes by making projects 
more realisüc. 

If the service has a governing or advisory board, that body will 
want to receive information about evaluation and may under certain 
circumstances actually make its own evaluation. Occasionally there may 
be reason to have a special evaluation by persons completely outside the 
service, when affairs are going badly, when major policy questions require 
outside objective advice, when substantial expansion or change is being 
considered, or when the country's entire industrial development pro- 
gramme is being reviewed. Outside evaluation of a limited nature is 
carried out by the organs responsible for the service's financial support 
and auditing, as part of their normal work. 

In many ways industry itself, as recipient of the industrial service, is 
the most important factor in evaluating it. If the governing or advisory 
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body of the service includes representatives of industry, thev can reflect 
that client evaluation. In addition, the service may lind it valuable to 
call periodic meetings at which industry can express its needs for service 
and its evaluation of past services. Such meetings will give the service 
a chance of telling industry what it can provide and of answering criti- 
cisms. 

A proper evaluation needs to be absolutely honest. On the one hand, 
it should not be unfairly critical by condemning the industrial service 
for faults which were beyond its control or for failure to carry out 
activities which were not on its programme. Such facts may be noted 
for future consideration and action. On the other hand, the evaluation 
should not present too favourable a picture by omitting or under- 
emphasizing the points where the service failed or fell short of its 
objectives. 

Follow-up and improvement 

Evaluation will be merely an interesting intellectual exercise if it 
fails to leaJ to efforts towards improvement. In a few countries, such as 
the United Arab Republic, each department has officers who are con- 
cerned with "follow-up". Part of their duties is to act as "progress- 
chasers" for current operations, but they are also responsible for ensuring 
that follow-up action is taken on evaluations to bring about improve- 
ments. This concept of follow-up is needed in dew-loping countries which 
are building up industrial services. 

Follow-up is a major responsibility of management, and the director 
of any industrial service should study an evaluation to see how he can 
bring about improvements through his own actions. He may wish to dis- 
cuss the evaluation with his staff. The board of the service or super- 
vising ministry or agency should consider she evaluation, together with 
comments by the director. Industry itself may have suggestions. 

Follow-up will be. effective only if such reactions and comments are 
constructive rather than defensive. Even if the evaluation seems unfairly 
critical, more will be gained by using it as a basis to produce better work 
and to programme for the future than by continuing to discuss what 
was or might have been done in the past. 

Follow-up may be carried out at a number of levels. If the evaluation 
shows poor work by individuals, steps may be needed to clarify their 
duties, improve their supervision, make sure that they are properly 
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trained and improve their motivation. In extreme cases, transfer to other 
taska or even dismissal from the service may be required. Where a process 
or activity is faulty, it may be necessary to redesign it completely, very 
possibly in consultation with the industrial clients. Kvaluation may also 
lea;l to a review, or even a revision, of the objectives of the service so 
that its resources are best used to provide the assistance most needed by 
industry. 



Chapter 6 

THE INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM 
ON INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT: 
ISSUES, DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The issues and the discussion and the recommendations approved by 
the bymposium are presented in this chapter. 

THE ISSUES
3 
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industrial co-operatives, industry associations, manufacturers' associations 
or chambers of industry, professional organizations and industrial labour 
organizations. 

The issues discussed below are based on actual situations observed 
by UNIDO in the course of surveys conducted in mom than twenty-five 
developing countries in various regions to determine the existing patterns 
of organization and administration of industrial services. 

Location in the government machinery of ihe principal organ for industrial 
development 

The surveys indicate that in the overwhelming majority of developing 
countries, some specific agency has been designated or created to deal 
with industrial development. This agency is referred to here as "the 
principal organ for industrial development". In a number of developing 
countries, e.g. Ethiopia, Jamaica and Migeria, this central organ is the 
ministry of industry, which generally combines the function of industrial 
promotion in its broadest sense with that of industrial regulation Fre- 
quenti", however, the promotional or stimulative function is delegated 
to a statutory agency under the jurisdiction of the ministry. In a few 
countries an autonomous agency outside the civil service structure is the 
central organ for industrial development. 

The issue to consider here is whet her the principal organ for industrial 
development should be the ministry of industry or, for that matter, any 
branch of the regular civil service, or whether it should be an 'auto- 
nomous" and -specialized" agency created for the purpose. Is the one 
better suited than the other to offer pioneering initiative and flexibility in 
dealing with the needs ard  problems of industrial development ? 

There is little doubt that the standards of performance of the civil 
service in the field <>f public administration is hi«h in many developing 
countries. Industrial development, however, poses special problems. An 
agency that is expected, among other things, to stimulate and promote 
industrial development, particularly when the private sector is involved, 
should have a structural location and juridical status that would enable it 
to take prompt and business-like decisions and action unhampered by the 
generally slow processes and procedures of the civil service. Along the 
same lines, complaints are often heard from officials of non-autonomous 
industrial development agencies that there is excessive political inter- 
ference in the day-to-day administration of the agencies, including pressure 
to hire staff on the basis of political connexions rather than of qualifica- 

tion and merit. 

Possibly these problems might be lessened if the principal organ were 

'" -Wi^T' 
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an autonomous agency with an executive head of the rank, if not the 
t.tle, of a cabmet m.mster responsible only to the head „I the Government 
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(a) If the principal organ is different from the ministry of industry, 
what relationship should exist between them >. 

(b) Where the Stato owns a number of industrial enterprises, should 
these be under the Jurisdiction of the principal organ or under a 
separate department of state enterprises? If the latter, what 

should be the link between the two ? 

(c) How can organizations in the private sector be brought into 
fuller participation in such aspects of industrial development as 
formulation of industrial policies, planning, training etc ? In this 
connexion, the report of the Symposium on Industrial Develop- 
ment in Latin America notes that "only when tao entrepreneurial 
sector established its targets in accordance with over-all national 
development requirements could the optimum participation of 

the private sector be secured".4 

(d) What other functions normally carried out by public or semi- 
public sector institutions cmld advantageously be turned over 
to the organized private sector and under what circumstances 

would this be justified Ì 

(e) How should co-ordination of the activities of the various agencies 
be best achieved, e.g. through the creation of an inter-agency 
consultative and co-ordinating committee, or other alter- 

natives ? 

(/) What can national Governments, private organizations, UNIDO 
and other international, regional or subregional bodies do to 
assist in setting up cr strengthening industrial development 

organs ? 

Organi tational aspects of Industrial development agencies 

Staffing 

Organizations for the promotion of industrial development should bt 
staffed with people of superior professional training and experience. Such 
personnel are often in short supply, particularly in developing countries. 
Factors contributing to this shortage (e.g. the so-called "brain drain 
uncompetitive emoluments, inadequate training schemes) should be 
examined and steps taken by national authorities and international bodies 

to correct them. 

* United Nations, Report of the Symposium on I^^^J^ST* • ^9 
America, Santiago, Chüe!7966, New York, 1966, ID/CONF. 1/B.R./8. para. 82. 
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Financing of the agencie* 

Most industrial development agencie, in the public or aemi-Dublic 
sector 8„bs„t „„ annual government grants. RcleaL of funds gZraUv 
follows well denned proeedures which, under „,:rm.l circumstance!, JZ 
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Evaluation 

A public industrial agency, by reason of being public-which often 
involves a monopoly status-runs the danger of settling into com^aoent 
Wucratic routine and low efficiency unless a nJL2ÄJ£ 
periodic measurement and evaluation of its performance and the corion 

principal organ, its effectiveness could be measured over a «riTJíi• 

Machinery for .ubretfonal and regional Co-operation 
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United Nations   Rerxwt n/ *j.~  o        ,'1- 
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institutions and the setting up of new one* to promote industrial and 

economic co-operation. 

The Asian Conference considered that the existing machinery was 
"not adequate either qualitatively or quantitatively" and recommended, 

inter alia: 
(a) The establishment of an Asian Conference on Industrialization 

as a regular organ of the Economic Commission for Asia and the 

Far East; 

(b) The establishment of an Asian Industrial Development Council 
to promote industrial development in the region; 

(c) The formation of industrial development corporations on a sub- 
regional basis, a matter to be dealt with by the proposed Council. 

The African Symposium recommended "the harmonization of efforts 
within a   framework of subregional co-operation",   the setting up  of 
"effective consultation machinery to promote subregional co-operation 
and the establishment of Secretariats at the level of existing or future 

subregional institutions. 

The Latin American Symposium reached a consensus on the need 
for co-ordination between "the agencies formulating industrial pro- 
grammes, those promoting or executing them and those handling the 

various instruments of industrial policy". 

The Symposium on Industrial Development in the Arab Countries 
called for the strengthening of the subregional offices in Beirut and Tangier 
and the setting up of other institutions in the Arab countries to deal with 
such matters as statistics, regional planning, research and execution oi 

industrial projects. 

THï DISCUSSION
6 

Location in the government machinery o! the principal organ for Indmtrial 

development 

The need for a central organization to promote and assist industrial 

development was generally accepted at the Symposium. The ^damental 
difference of opinion was whether that could be accomplished withiri the 

already-existing structure of government ministries or not. The problem 
was not confined to industrial development but had also risen in connexion 

"Tue also the report of the discussion contained¡tay ^*£JZ£~ 
Symposium   on   Industrial Development, Athens  1967   (ID/li)  ,Unitea  « 
publication, Sales No. 69.II.B.7) (pwas 90—118). 
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of effort and throw an extra burden on the financial and personnel 
resources. The establishment of an autonomous industrial organization 
outside the regular government departments might prove to be an 
example which would be followed in other activities, such as mining and 
agriculture, and would fragment the entire machinery of the Government. 

Some participants expressed the view that in order to control the 
performance of public industrial services the industrial development 
machinery should be answerable to a legislative authority. The minister 
concerned with industrial development would be in a better position if 
he were the head of many, if not all, of the Government's industrial 
development activities. 

Scope and functions o! the organ lor industrial deTelopment 

The question was whether the organ in charge of industrial develop- 
ment should handle all industry regardless of size or whether small- 
scale industry (in view of its weaker position, and hence its greater need 
of attention and assistance) should be dealt with by a separate agency. 
Whichever approach was preferred, care should be taken to avoid duplica- 
tion. Moreover, the furtherance of industrial progress involved promotion 
and regulation. It might be considered whether these two roles should 
not be assigned to two separate agencies ; this was the pattern in a number 
of developing countries. 

The Symposium felt that both established industrial enterprises and 
new enterprises needed the assistance of industrial services. In order to 
be of real value, however, such services must keep in close touch with 
the actual requirements of industry and act as an integrated whole. 

The view was expressed that the nature of the bodies responsible 
for industrial organization and promotion was not the most important 
issue; what was important was to have a co-ordinating body in order to 
avoid dilution of responsibilities, duplication of work and conflict of 
areas of competence. 

Concern was expressed at the duplication of functions inside govern- 
ment departments because of vested interests and departmental loyalties : 
activities within departments and between ministries should be stream- 
lined. On the other hand, certain specialized activities, such as research, 
laboratory testing and standardization, might merit special units. 

Some participants were in favour of separating the promotional 
function from the regulatory function in the hope that if the policing 
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function were kept separate the advisory services would gain the con- 
fidence and trust of industrialists. In all cases, however, the relevant 
government departments should be adequately represented, along with 
business and labour, on the boards of industrial development organi- 
zations. s 

During the discussion of the special needs of small-scale industry 
it wa* suggested that in many developing countries the promotion and 
counselling services of the Government could be complemented usefully 
by chambers of commerce and industry, co-operatives or groups of small 
producers and by large industries which employed small-scale industries 
for subcontracting. 

Relationship of the principal organ and other industrial development agencies 

Two issues presented to the Symposium related to the role of industry 
Ineywere: J' 

How far can organizations in the private sector be brought into 
fuller participation in such aspects of industrial development as 
the formation of industrial policies, planning, training etc. ? 

What other functions normally carried out by public or semi-publio 
sector institutions could be advantageously turned over to the 
organized private sector and under what circumstances would this 
be justified ? 

The Symposium was of the opinion that although the major respons- 
bihty for supporting industrial service« must rest upon the Government, 

tins did not necessarily mean that the Government had to bear the 
entire burden. The industrial systems of developing countries varied 
widely, bu in nearly all of them there was a sizable amount of private 
industry, at least in small or medium-sized establishments. Organizations 

«JIT À    TiA!  Ìntere8t8   Were  •rea^y  being  formed  and 
strengthened m developing countries. 

existed 7 *eHÜy Ted that Where Private ~** «Rations Zn    .th;y;hiîuld Part*nmte in the programmeg of     b£ or 
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The potential value of chambers of industry and commerce was 
particularly stressed, and reference was made to the functions they could 
perform to promote rapid industrialization, including improving industrial 
relations through co-operation between management and labour; supply- 
ing business information, data and advice; encouraging wider and better 
use of available technical assistance; and spreading knowlede^ and 
understanding of the industrial process in the local business community. 

Reference was made to the fact that industry itself should and could 
participate in the training of professional and technical staff. Industry 
had certain training facilities; it alBO had the incentives and approach 
to give training of immediate practical value. Ii would be possible to 
expand the training courses organized by individual industrial enter- 
prises, especially large-scale units; programmes might also be sponsored 
by organizations interested in an entire industry or a particular industrial 
sector. Industry should be given more opportunities to associate itself 
with the work of vocational schools. Trade unions should be encouraged 
to support and assist in training for industrial development. 

Organisational aspects of industrial development agencies 

STAFFINO 

The Symposium reviewed the factors contributing to the shortage 
of personnel with high professional training and experience of the sort 
required to staff organizations for the promotion of industrial develop- 
ment, and the steps that might be taken by national authorities vid 
international bodies to overcome the shortage. 

There was general concern that those who staffed industrial service« 
should be trained adequately. In addition to the importance of initial 
training, many participants stressed the need for professional personnel 
to attend periodic training courses in order to increase and update their 
skills. Some emphasized the view that personnel should be recruited 
because they had the proper qualifications and not through political 
patronage. To prevent the loss of qualified and trained personnel it was 
agreed that various incentives should be adopted to encourage the 
managerial and technical personnel employed in industrial services to 
stay on the job. In addition to increased salary scales, incentives might 
include the chance to participate in decision-making, so that senior staff 
might identify themselves with the organization. 

8* 
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Some concern was expressed at the loss of skilled professional staff 
through the "brain drain" from developing countries. The suggestion 
was also made that developing countries might agree with developed 
countries on measures to limit the long-term employment in industrialized 
count•» of trained scientists and technologists from developing countries 
Ihe case was cited of a country that had been successful in re-hiring re- 
searchers who had left the country by adopting higher salary scales and 
providing a more stimulating professional atmosphere. 

FINANCING 

wn,u Ja8.fneraUy
j
a8SUme(1 by the SymP°si»m that Governments 

would directly or indirectly support most of the costs of industrial 
services The issue was whether agencies would plan their operations more 
effectively if they were budgeted on a longer-term basis of perhaps three 
to five years instead of one year. The view was expressed that although 
the regular national budget might be the main or only source of financing 

To tZ rV1 M8' 80me T ,mi8t be fomd t0 adJUSt tht> bud^ »y-tom so that it would ensure the continuity of projects in following fiscal 
years; if that were done, the argument for locating industrial development 
activities in government departments would be strengthened 

EVALUATION 

In order to avoid the danger that a public industrial agency, which 
often had a monopoly status, might settle into complacency andbureau 
eratic routine and low efficiency, the Symposium Lussed the nJ for 

s^o~rement and evaluation °f perf~ «* —critf:rf 

activer.T had had faÜUre8 M We" M SUCCe88e8 in the* industrial 
activ ties and it was necessary to evaluate performance. Various criteria 
might be adopted for that purpose. 

Machinery for subregional and regional co-operation 

inH„ ?"?/*! general reco«nition of the need to promote national 
industrial development by action at the regional or subLionaîlevdTu 
-me palpants considered that regional and subr^gioTo^Iti^ 
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were tied to political problems. For example, although such organi- 
zations would be well suited to such matters as staff training and indus- 
trial property, their establishment would involve in turn creating new 
multinational administrative machinery, which might be difficult. One 
participant endorsed the idea of establishing industrial development 
corporations on a subregional basis; another questioned the legal basis 
of such multinational organizations and urged further study before any 
action was taken. 

National organizations might also make an important contribution 
towards regional efforts by assuming regional responsibility for some 
specific function on an exchange basis. It was suggested that some of the 
existing national training schemes for industrial service officers might be 
opened to trainees from elsewhere in the region or subregion. 

In view of the extra-national character of regional or subregional 
action, it was natural that the Symposium should look to UNIDO and 
other international bodies for assistance in promoting such action, 
including the training of research personnel and the establishment of 
industrial information data banks. It was noted that some of the United 
Nations regional economic commissions were already sponsoring pro- 
grammes of interest to industry, and that there were internationally 
sponsored regional institutes for economic development and planning and 
regional development banks. The services of such bodies might help to 
promote additional regional and subregional activity for industrial 
development. 

It was pointed out that the assistance provided by international 
and bilateral aid programmes, both in kind (through supplying equipment 
and books) and through the provision of experts and fellowships, could 
contribute greatly to lightening the initial financial burden of establishing 
industrial services in developing cou. tries. Technical assistance wag of 
particular value in training professional and technical staff. 

Spedai arrangements for industrial property 

The Symposium expressed special interest in facilitating the freest 
possible transfer of technical knowledge, subject to fair protection for 
those who had developed it. It was recognized in this connexion that 
adequate legal provisions were required, as well as an industrial service 
to deal with such matters as patents and trademarks. Patent legislation 
was important so that developing countries might take advantage of 
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patents which were the source of most technology. Dissatisfaction was 

expressed with the existing arrangements for industrial property, 

including the cost of world-wide registration of inventions, the difficulties 
of acquiring licences, and inadequate recognition by agencies in some 

industrialized countries of rights acquired by nationals of developing 

countrie .. The machinery for dealing with industrial property in develop- 

ing countries needed strengthening; this might be a suitable subject to 
handle at the regional level. 

RECOMMENDATIONS APPROVED
7 

The following recommendations on administrative machinery for 
industrial development were approved by the Symposium : 

Surrey of administrative machinery for industrial development 

Developing countries should review the present administrative 
machinery for industrial development, its structure, functions and 
potentialities. UNIDO is requested to assist developing countries in this 
task. On the basis of this review, the countries would be in a position to 
modify their civil service systems to suit the requirements of industry 
and/or consider the establishment of autonomous industrial development 
agencies. UNIDO should assist Governments in this connexion if requested 
to do so. 

UNIDO should undertake a comparative survey of administrative 
machineries for industrial development in order to see if it is possible 
to distil therefrom a set of general principles and establish a world inven- 
tory of institutions and organizations for the administration and promo- 
tion of industrial development in the patterns most suited to the specific 
needs of each country. 

Training 

UNIDO, in co-operation with other concerned organizations, should 
assist in the training of personnel needed for the administration of indus- 
trial services, including industrial property. 

4* ' F££í•?TTT°/ 
tke Internation(ü Symposium on Industrial Development, 

Athens 1967 (ID/11) (United Nations publication, Sales No. «9.TI.B.7). 
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Industrial property 

UNIDO, in co-operation with other international and national 
organizations, should study present arrangements for industrial property 
with regard to the special situations and problems of the developing 
countries. Upon request UNIDO should assist developing countries in 
securing advice in the administration of industrial property. UNIDO 
should assist requesting countries in locating sources of patents and know- 
how and advise on the terms for acquiring such patents. 

National chambers of industry 

UNIDO should undertake—at the request of national chambers of 
industry and similar institutions submitted through their Governments 
and in co-operation with regional and international organizations con- 
cerned—studies of the present status, activities and capabilities of these 
institutions with a view to assisting them to play their indispensable role 
in the field of industrialization at both national and regional levels. 

UNIDO is ateo requested to respond favourably, as appropriate, to 
requests submitted to it by national Governments for assistance in improv- 
ing the efficiency of these institutions. 

Consulting services 

UNIDO, in co-operation with other interested agencies, was requested 
to compile and maintain a roster of industrial consultants. This roster 
could be of assistance to developing countries requesting identification of 
sources of consulting services. 

As appropriate, consulting firms should be used by the United Nations 
technical assistance programmes to supplement the work of individual 
international experts. 

¿ j^u riMtMH MÊÊÊM 



Chapter 7 

UNIDO ACTION 
TO IMPROVE ADMINISTRATIVE MACHINERY 
FOR INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT 

The programme of UNIDO for the improvement of administrative 
machinery for the development of industry is financed under various 
United Nations operational programmes in which UNIDO participates. 
These programmes are : the Regular Programme of technical assistance 
devoted to industry and financed from the United Nations budget (RP) ; 
the Special Fund component of the United Nations Development Pro- 
gramme (UNDP/SF); and the Technical Assistance component of the 
United Nations Development Programme (UNDP/TA). UNIDO receives, 
in addition, voluntary contributions from Governments for the financing 
of the Special Industrial Services programme (SIS), a programme limited 
largely to urgent short-term missions. Some projects may also be financed 
from funds in trust, deposited by Governments for specific projects, or 
other direct voluntary contributions. In all these programmes assistance 
is given only at the request of the Government concerned. 

UNIDO has worked consistently to improve industrial services, both 
through technical assistance in the field and through the action of the 
appropriate headquarters division. Technical assistance projects assisted 
by UNIDO for the purpose of improving industrial services can be divided 
into these categories : industrial studies and development centres ; train- 
ing ; industrial information ; and industrial consultancy. 

FIELD PROJECTS 

Industrial development or industrial studies centres 

Industrial development or industrial studies centres are usually 
associated with ministries of national economy, ministries or department« 
of industry, planning organizations and departments, or other similar 
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bodies. They advise and assist in the drawing up and implementation of 
the country s industrial development programme. Among their particular 
duties are: to formulate industrial policy measures; to prepare industrial 
surveys ; to assist in establishing plans for specific sectors of industry and 
decide priorities for industrial investment; to formulate and evaluate 
industrial projects and conduct feasibility studies ; to assist in the training 
off national professional staff for industry; and to provide technical 
advice and information to industry and appropriate government 
departments. 

The assistance available from UNIDO to such centres ranges from 
the assignment of individual experts-normally industrial economists or 
engineers m specific fields-for work in already established centres to 
the provision of an expert team to assist in the creation of a new 
centre. In some circumstances, fellowships and important equipment 
components are also provided. While the most common type of centre 
is that established by an individual country, UNIDO is willing to 
assist in the establishment of development centres serving several 
countries of a region or subregion. 

Training 

UNIDO provides assistance in training various types of personnel 
concerned with industrial services and management, including the 
training of engineers and technicians and of government and public- 
sector officials who deal with industrial development. The training of 
engineers and technicians is carried out primarily through assistance in 
developing in-plant training programmes at the national level. This can 
ultimately lead to establishment of permanent national centres for 
in-plant training of a wide variety of engineers and technical specialists. 
Much importance is attached also to the preparation of a training work- 
shop on the organization and administration of industrial property 
offices for government officials. 

Industrial information 

There is a large reservoir of accumulated industrial knowledge 
and experience relevant to the needs of developing countries. Some 
of this  information   is immediately applicable; some  may  require 
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adaptation to local needs or conditions or materials. Access to this 
material, or even the knowledge that it is available, can be of great 
benefit to industrial managers and entrepreneurs in developmg 

countries. 
UNIDO has assisted in the development of machinery to make 

technological, business and economic information for industrial develop- 
ment available as part of the programmes of national industrial services. 
Future plans include examination of the feasibility of establishing on a 
pilot basis a proprietary technology bank containing a collection of 
patents of possible relevance to developing countries. UNIDO can also 
help Governments to establish or strengthen services specifically devoted 
to the provision of industrial information where local conditions make 
such a special organization desirable and appropriate. 

Industrial consultancy 

In many developing countries there are few, if any, local facilities 
to provide industrial consulting services of any kind. Under such circum- 
stances, reliance is necessarily placed on securing consultants from indus- 
trially advanced countries. Often the developing countries have little 
knowledge of where the needed consultants may be found or how they 
can be secured. 

UNIDO assists developing countries to meet their needs for 
industrial consultants in several ways. Upon request it provides 
information about available foreign consultants and assists developing 
countries to arrange for hiring them. It also provides experts who 
can assist Governments in establishing local consulting organizations, 
in carrying out their initial operations, and in training their staff of 
consultants. 

Advisory industrial extension services which are sponsored or sup- 
ported by Governments are similar in intent but different in organiza- 
tional pattern. These services have proved their worth in giving advioe 
and assistance on problems of management and product or procès« 
improvement in a number of countries. Frequently they appear to be 
more effective and acceptable to local entrepreneurs when they are 
attached to already existing services, such as industrial development 
banks, industrial research institutes or productivity centres. UNIDO is 
prepared to provide expert assistance in establishing these extension 
services or in strengthening them where they already exist. 
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Fellowship programme 

Although much of the assistance described above consists of provid- 
ing international experts, UNIDO tvlso lays stress on the provision oí 
fellowships to train national staff for industrial service work. In many 
cases, fellowships are made available even where there is no expert 
assistance. In other cases, both types of help are linked together, with 
fellowship training aimed at developing national personnel who can 
eventually take over the functions temporarily performed by the for- 
eign expert. 

Fellowships are intended to give persons engaged in industrial 
development activities the opportunity to broaden their professional 
knowledge by becoming acquainted with advanced methods and tech- 
niques. Among the fields in which this can be profitable are : industrial 
development planning and programming; industrial technology and 
practice; research; development of new industries; special problems of 
small-scale industry; and industrial management. The emphasis is on 
attaining knowledge which can be of direct practical value in work 
related to industrial development rather than on pursuing academic 
studies leading to degrees or diplomas. The duration, form and content 
of each fellowship are fixed by the needs in the individual case. The 
programme includes study tours, training in educational centres and 
training directly within industry. 

SPBCIAL INDUSTRIAL 8BBVICE.4 

UNIDO has established a programme of Special Industrial Services, 
designed to provide specific and urgent assistance which may be required 
to make feasible the financing and implementation of particular industrial 
projects. These often need a more flexible form of assistance than can be 
given under the usual long- or medium-term international technical 
assistance arrangements. The Special Industrial Services programme is 
intended to provide the range of services required by Governments in 
implementing any manufacturing project after the initial feasibility 
study has been completed but before the necessary capital investment 
has been assured. This final stage is both critical and urgent. Skill and 
technical knowledge are required to carry out the various practical 
steps involved. 

The manufacturing industry also needs technical assistance, often of 
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a short-term nature, which cannot be programmed in advance. In such 
cases, the efficiency of any assistance depends on whether it can be given 
quickly. 

The Special Industrial Services assist in studies preliminary to the 
establishment of specific industrial enterprises, such as assessments of 
general feasibility or of availability of raw materials or advice concerning 
location. In other cases, help is given in finalizing plans, preparing speci- 
fications for construction, or negotiating management contracts. Aid is 
given for improvement of plant management, where an enterprise is in 
difficulty, where its reorganization is needed, where dormant plants are 
to be reactivated or where grouping or consolidation of enterprises seems 
desirable. 

In many instances, assistance from the Special Industrial Servioes 
supplements the work of existing national industrial servioes by providing 
specialized knowledge which they do not have locally available and con- 
tributes to their development by furnishing an example of how to carry 
out a particular type of investigation. A number of Special Industrial 
Services projects have been designed to supply urgently needed direot 
aid to public industrial services. 

UNIDO HEADQUARTERS ACTION TO 8T7PPORT INDUSTRIAL SERVICES 

The Industrial Services and Institutions Division of UNIDO is 
charged with assisting in the improvement of industrial services. It 
includes sections dealing with Information and Promotion, Industrial 
Institutions, Industrial Training, Industrial Management and Small- 
scale Industry. 

In addition to supporting technical assistance projects in numerous 
countries, the central staff of UNIDO carries out a number of other 
activities of benefit to national industrial services. Research and survey 
studies provide background material to be used by technical assistane« 
personnel and by the national staffs of industrial services. This is of 
special value to developing countries, where information concerning .ill 
aspects of industrialization is not readily available. UNIDO issues 
periodic newsletters and bulletins, prepares manuals based upon practices 
which have beöii found successful throughout the world and publishes 
studies of various aspects of training, management and industrial 
organization. 
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A double purpose is served by the seminars and other meetings 
organized by UNIDO. Information becomes available regarding activities 
and problems in individual countries. This is exchanged among the 
participants at the meetings to their mutual benefit and is ordinarily 
made available more widely through published reports and other docu- 
ments. At the same time, UNIDO's staff become aware of national 
conditions and needs and are thus better able to adjust the UNIDO 
programme to satisfy these needs. 



Annex 1 

UMBO ASSISTANCE I» THE FIEID OF ADMINISTRA <nv» 
MACHINERY FOR INDUSTRIAL ¿EXS• 

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE ° " • *  P°SITI0N • ^OVIDI 

Strengthening of organizational and administrative 
machmery of government, semi-public and non- 
governmental industrial organizations; 

Training of industrial administrators; 

Asaigtanee to patent offices- 
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Annex 2 

MEETINGS, SEMINARS AND WORKING GROUPS ORGANIZED BY 
UNIDO OR BY THE UNITED NATIONS PRIOR TO THE 

INCEPTION OF UNIDO 

Location 
Inter-regional Working Party on Training        Paris 
of Economic Administrators of the Developing 
Countries in Industrial Development 

Seminar on the Organization of Industrial        Tangier, 
Services in Africa Morocco 

Expert Group Meeting on Industrial New York 
Co-operatives 

Expert Group Meeting on the Organization      Vienna 
and Administration of Industrial Property 
Offices 

Workshop on the Organization and USSR 
Administration of Industrial Services in 
Asia and the Far East 

Workshop on the Organization and Adminis-       — 
tration of Industrial Services in Latin America 

Date 

September 1966 

August 1967 

November 1967 

October 1969 

Proposed date 
1970 

1970—1971 
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UNIDO MONOGRAPHS ON INDUSTRIALIZATION OF DEVELOPING COUNTRIES: 
PROBLEMS AND PROSPECTS 

Ho. 1. Non-ferrous metals industry 
No.  2. Construction industry 
No.  S. Bnllding materials industry 
No.  4. Engineering industry 
No.  5. Iron and steel industry 
No.  6. Fertiliser industry 
No.  7. Textile industry 
No. 8. Chemical industry 
No.  9. Food-processing industry 
No. 10. Industrial research 

No. tl. Teehnleal 

No. 11. Small-scale industry 
No. 12. Standardization 
No. 1.1. Industrial information 
No. 14, Manpower for industry 
No. 15. Administrate machinery 
No. IG. Domestic and external financing 
No. 17. Industrial planning 
No. 18. Regional co-operation in industry 
No. 19. Promotion of export-oriented Industriel 
No. 20. General issues of industrial policy 
co-operation in industry 
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